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How to Defend Against Model Stealing?
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Model Stealing - ranked among the most severe attacks against ML
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Server:
Send challenge S to client
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Find a suffix X such that

\[
\text{hash}(S.append(X)) = 0 \ldots 0xxxxx
\]
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1. Set privacy cost for **Legitimate Users** as a reference cost.
Higher Privacy Cost for Standard Attacks

1. Set privacy cost for **Legitimate Users** as a reference cost.
2. Measure the privacy cost of queries.
Set Puzzle Difficulty using Privacy Deviation

1. Set privacy cost for **Legitimate Users** as a reference cost.
2. Measure the privacy cost of queries.
3. Calibrate puzzle difficulty using privacy deviation.
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Conclusions

- **New defense against model stealing** – increase the computational cost instead of lowering the quality of model outputs.
- **Privacy cost** is used to measure information leakage from a victim model that was incurred by queries from each user.
- **Calibrate** the cost of users’ queries using the privacy cost.
- Use proof-of-\{work, elapsed time, stake\}, or payment for queries.
  - Reference method: require a user to solve the proof-of-work puzzle before releasing predictions.
- **Performance**:
  - Negligible overhead for legitimate users (~2X);
  - High increase in the querying time for many attackers (even ~100X).
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